
SlipAlert
Slips, trips and falls continue to be a significant cause of accidents in the workplace. Liberty Specialty 
Markets, as part of our wider risk management offering, provides free access to SlipAlert through our 
Liberty Risk Reduce Portal.

Over a third of all major injuries reported each year are caused as a result of a slip or trip (the single  
most common cause of injuries at work). Prevention of slips in your premises can help avoid serious 
accidents and associated costs. It may also help avoid legal actions brought by an injury involving  
an employee or member of the public. 

SlipAlert is a piece of equipment that conducts slip resistance tests to help prevent slips in your premises.

The equipment is easy to use and requires minimal training and no calibration. It allows for the quick 
testing of your floors to determine which floors are safe and which will need to be replaced or be  
carefully managed. 

What are the benefits?
• Slip testing as part of your risk assessment process will help determine who might be harmed and  

how and what controls could be needed. 

• Slip testing can help with evaluating the effectiveness of your cleaning processes in terms of methods 
used and cleaning schedules.      

• Depending on the task being carried out, slip accidents may also cause persons to fall from height  
or suffer a musculoskeletal injury should they be carrying a load when they slip. Slip testing as part  
of your overall management process can help avoid such injuries which can be serious or even fatal.       

• The prevention of slips and trips will help to maintain employee morale and avoid downtime/costs  
from investigating slip accidents

How to sign up?
To find out how SlipAlert can support you and your business contact your Customer Relationship  
Manager or Risk Engineer. You can also reach the team at riskcontrol@libertyglobalgroup.com 

For more risk control guidance and resources, visit www.libertyriskreduce.com
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Our risk control services are advisory only. We assume no responsibility for management or control  
of customer safety activities nor implementation of recommended corrective measures.  
This document provides a general description of this program and/or service. 
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